Abstract: Pairs trading is a popular trading strategy that tries to take advantage of market inefficiencies in order to obtain profit. Such approach, on its classical formulation, uses information of only two stocks (a stock and its pairs) in the formation of the trading signals. The objective of this paper is to suggest a multivariate version of pairs trading, which will try to create an artificial pair for a particular stock based on the information of m assets, instead of just one. The performance of three different versions of the multivariate approach was assessed for the Brazilian financial market using daily data from 2000 to 2006 for 57 assets. Considering realistic transaction costs, the analysis of performance was conducted with the calculation of raw and excessive returns, beta and alpha calculation, and the use of bootstrap methods for comparing performance indicators against portfolios build with random trading signals. The main conclusion of the paper is that the proposed version was able to beat the benchmark returns and random portfolios for the majority of the parameters. The performance is also found superior to the classic version of the strategy, Perlin (2006b). Another information derived from the research is that the proposed strategy picks up volatility from the data, that is, the annualized standard deviations of the returns are quite high. But, such event is "paid" by high positive returns at the long and short positions. This result is also supported by the positive annualized sharpe ratios presented by the strategy. Regarding systematic risk, the results showed that the proposed strategy does have a statistically significant beta, but it isn't high in value, meaning that the relationship between return and risk for the trading rules is still attractive.
Introduction
The market efficiency theory has been tested by different types of research. Such concept postulates, on its weak form, that the past trading information of a stock is reflected on its value, meaning that historical trading data has no potential for predicting future behavior of asset's prices. The main theorical consequence of this concept is that no logical rules of trading based on historical data should have a significant positive excessive return over some benchmark portfolio.
In opposition to the market efficiency theory, several papers have showed that past information is able, in some extent, to explain future stock market returns. Such predictability can appear in different ways, including time anomalies (day of the weak effect, French (1980) ) and correlation between the asset's returns and others variables, Fama and French (1992) . A substantial review on the market efficiency subject can be found at the papers of Fama (1991) and Dimson e Mussavian (1998) .
A respectable amount of papers have tried to use quantitative tools in order to model the market and build trading rules. The basic idea of this type of research is to look for some kind of pattern in the historical stock price behavior and, using only historical information, take such pattern into account for the creation of long and short trading positions.
With the advent of computer power in the late 90's, more sophisticated mathematical methods could be employed in the case of trading rules. One example is the use of nearest neighbor algorithm in trading strategies, Fernandez-Rodrigues et al (2002) , Fernandez-Rodrigues et al (1997) , Fernandez-Rodrigues et al (2001) and Perlin (2006a) . The NN algorithm is a non parametric method of modelling time series that has an intuitive appealing based on chaos theory. The main conclusion drawn from the results presented on the predictability potential of this method is that it is able to predict correct market direction for most of the forecasted financial observations. But its important to say that the evidence wasn't strong in all studies.
For the case of trading strategies based on parametric models, there is the work of Efetkhari (1997) on stock market and Dueker et al (2006) at currency. Both papers based the forecasts on the regime switching model, where the results indicated that the method can predict the financial time series researched in each case. Others types of strategies using quantitative formulations includes timing the market with fundamentals or statistical models, Brooks at al (2005) and Anderson et al (2006) , momentum strategies, Siganos et al (2006) and Balsara et al (2006) . The results from these papers are also positive.
A popular strategy that has made its reputation in the early 80's is the so called pairs trading. Such methodology was designed by a team of scientists from different areas (mathematics, computer sciences, physics, etc), which were brought together by the Wall Street quant Nunzio Tartaglia. The main objective of such team was to use statistical methods to develop computer based trading platforms, where the human subjectivity had no influence whatsoever in the process of making the decision of buy or sell a particular stock. Such systems were quite successful for a period of time, but the performance wasn't consistent after a while and the team was dismantled after a couple periods of bad performance. More details about the origins of pairs trading can be found at Vidyamurthy (2004) and . The application of this particular strategy has already been conducted for financial time series. This includes the work of Nath (2003) , and, more recently, Perlin (2006b) .
The main objective of this research is to suggest a multivariate version of pairs trading. Such proposed approach will be executed to the data using three different weighting schemes. The profitability and the risk of such logical rules are going to be assessed based on the Brazilian financial market, with daily prices from 2000 to 2006. The present paper is based on the work of Perlin (2006b) and can naturally be seen as an extension of it since the methodologies used for performance assessment and the researched data is the same.
The paper is organized as follows; the first part is related to the explanation of the methodology of the research, including performance assessment and the logical rules of trading concerning pairs strategy. Second, the results from the execution of multivariate pairs trading over the researched database are presented. After that, the paper finishes with some concluding remarks.
Methodology
The methodology of this research is going to be divided in two parts: the first one is the formal definition of classical pairs trading and the suggested multivariate pairs trading. The second part introduces the method used for the calculation of raw and excessive returns. It should be pointed out that the pairs trading strategy can be implemented in many ways. In this particular research the methods chosen for execution of trading rules and performance assessment were selected according to its simplicity.
Classical Pairs Trading
As said before, the idea of classical pairs trading is simple: find two stocks that move together and take long and short positions in the hope for the stocks' prices to move to the historical behavior. The first step is to normalize the price series of the assets. The reason for the unit transformation is straightforward; each stock has its own unit. After the normalization, all stocks are brought to the same standard unit and this permits a quantitatively fair formation of pairs.
The transformation employed is the normalization of the price series based on its mean and standard deviation,
. The equation for the univariate pairs is presented next,
For Equation [1] , the value of * it P is the normalized price series of asset i at time t and * it p is the normalized price of the pair of stock i, which is found by searching over the database using a "symmetry rule". For instance, the pair of stock i can be identified using the squared distance rule, meaning that * it p is the asset in which the historical normalized price has, among all others, the lowest value of sum of squared error from After the pair of each stock is identified, the trading rule is going to create a trading signal at t+1 every time that the distance between * it P and * it p at time t is higher than d. For instance, at a long position, this means that the stock is bought at the closing price at time t and, if d is uncrossed at t+1, then such assets is sold at the closing price of t+1, therefore gaining the return at time t+1. The value of d is arbitrary, and it represents the filter for the creation of a trading signals. It can't be very high, otherwise only a few trading signal are going to be created and it can't be to low or the rule is going to be too flexible and it will result in too many trades and, consequently, high value of transaction costs.
After a trading sign is created, the next step is to define the positions taken on the stocks. According to the pairs trading strategy, if the value of * it  is positive (negative) then a short (long) position is kept for asset i and a long (short) position is made for the pair of asset i. The trading positions are closed when distance between * it P and * it p uncrosses d 1 . Notes that there are two transactions here, the first for asset i and the second for the pair of asset i. Such information is important when addressing transaction costs.
The main logic behind the expected profits of classical pairs trading strategy is: if the movements between the pairs are going to continue in the future, then when the distance between an asset and its pair is higher than a particular threshold value (d), there is a good possibility that such prices are going to converge in the future, and this can be explored for profit purposes. If the distance is positive, then the value of * it P , according to the logic expressed earlier, probably will reduce in the future (short position for asset i) and the value of * it p is probably going to increase (long position for the pair of i). The same logic is true for the cases where the distance is negative.
As an example, Figure 1 shows the pairs trading strategy for weekly prices of asset TNLP4 and its pair, TNLP3. Notes that Figure 1 is the same as Figure 1 at Perlin (2006b) . In Figure 1 , TNLP3 is the pair of TNLP4 based on the maximum correlation criteria 2 . It's possible to see that both normalized prices have a similar behavior. On the points that have a blue circle or red triangle the absolute difference in the normalized prices have crossed the value of d, meaning that a trade has taken place. The blue circles (red triangles) are the short (long) positions created. This happens every time the absolute distance is higher than 1 and the value of the analyzed asset is higher (lower) than it's pair. Every time the absolute difference uncrosses the value of d, the positions are closed. If the assets, after the opening of a position, move back to the historical relationship, then the one with the higher price should have a decrease in the prices and the one with the lower price should have an increase in price. Since a short position was made for the first asset and a long position for the second, then, if both prices revert to the historical behavior, a profit will arise from this trading case, and that's the whole idea behind pairs trading, making profits out of market reversions to the average behavior.
The situations where pairs trading fails to achieve profit are: a increase in the distance between * it P and * it p , where the market goes the opposite way of the expectation and also a decrease (increase) on the price of the long (short) position. Given that, one of the expectations in the use of classical pairs trading is that both stocks are behaving abnormally and this may not be true. It's possible that just one of them isn't behaving as expected, so the position taken on the other one may not be profitable. But how to know which one is badly priced and which one is not? One possible answer is to find others stocks that also present similar historical behavior with asset i and check, for each time t, if the behavior of i stands out when comparing to the others. This is the framework that motivates the proposed multivariate version of pairs trading, as will be explained next.
Multivariate Version of Pairs Trading
The idea behind this suggested multivariate version of pairs trading is to search a pair for asset i not just with one asset, but with the information of m assets. In other words, the basic approach is to build (and not just find) a pair to asset i. The formal explanation starts with the formula of the classical version, given next:
Using last equation its possible to build a conditional mean for * it p , which gives:
For the last formula, the function   X f is just a generic formulation saying that the pair of asset i is a function based on other variables, where X is a matrix with the information of everything that can explain * it P . The function f(.) can be linear or non-linear. In order to simplify, the rest of the discussion is going to be based on a linear formulation using the information of the prices of other assets 3 . Such approach produces: P is the normalized price of asset k. The choice of m may be arbitrary of not. It's possible to build a dynamic approach, selecting optimal values of m that minimizes a particular objective function, but, for sake of simplicity, the approach at selecting m is arbitrary at this research. After defining the choice of m, the next step is to find the m assets that have highest correlation with i in the normalized price state. The normalized price of such assets are referred as portfolio, but this is not suggested since it would require the creation of a portfolio with m assets every time that a trading sign is created. Such creation would take a high number of transaction costs, and this can easily eat up the profits from the positions. Given that, the framework tested in this research doesn't allow for trading positions for the artificial pair.
It's important to note that, if some restrictions are made in the formulation given before, it's possible to reach the same formula as in classical trading. This can be done with m=1 and with As can be seen from the explanation of the trading process, this proposed version can clearly be labeled as a mean reverting strategy, since the idea is to build a conditional mean for the normalized prices of the series and trade when the error is considered abnormal, hoping for a reversion at the historical behavior. As showed before, the heart of the method is at defining the weights in the formation of the artificial pairs. This can be done in many ways, including parametric or non-parametric models. In order to keep everything simple, this research is going to use three accessible weighting schemes in the multivariate framework. The details about each are given next.
Using OLS to Estimate k w
As showed before, one of the main issues about this proposed approach at pairs trading is to build a pair for asset i. In a linear framework, it's possible to use least squares to find the coefficients that present the lowest sum of quadratic error between the asset's i normalized price series and the normal price series of the artificial pair. In this framework, the conditional mean of the normalized price of asset i ( 
As said before, the coefficients k w of [4] are going to be estimated with the minimization of the sum of quadratic error,
. More details about the least squares method can be found in any undergraduate econometrics textbook, including Maddala (2001) . One should notes that, since * kt P are chosen such that the correlation with * it P is maximum then there is a substantial multicolinearity problem with the model at [4] . Such problem could be solved by reduction methods but, in order to keep everything simple, no correction for multicolinearity is performed here. Notes that the artificial pair cannot be traded unless some constraints are made to the values of the coefficients, which is not the case for this tested method since the artificial pair will not be traded due to the transaction costs involved.
Using Equal Weights to Estimate k w
In this approach the weighting scheme is the simplest one. Since the choice of k (number of assets to model * it P ) is arbitrary, the artificial pair of asset i is just the average of the k chosen assets. Such framework produces Equation [5] . 
Using a Correlation Weighting Scheme
This framework is the most flexible one since it uses the information on the correlation vector. Defining k  as the correlation of the normalized price series k with the normalized price of i, this approach will calculate the weights using
becomes [6] .
As can be seem from [6] , this approach is very flexible, using weights according to the value of correlations between the normalized price series. If the m chosen assets present very similar values of k  , then this approach will be very close to the last one, which uses equal weights.
The main advantage of this framework is that it will be flexible on the weights, giving more values to those normalized prices that have higher values of correlation and less weight to those with low values. This in especially good for the cases where the modeled asset i is not so popular and only a few other stocks present similar behavior. For this particular case, the weighting scheme is going to give more importance to the assets with high correlation, as opposed to the equal weighting scheme.
Assessing Performance of the Strategy
One of the concerns of this study is to evaluate the performance and risk of the multivariate version of pairs trading strategy against a naïve approach. For that purpose, the strategy's returns are going to be compared against a properly weighted portfolio and also against random trading signals (bootstrap method). The details about the return's calculations are given in the next topics.
Calculation of Strategy's Returns
The calculation of the strategy's total return is going to be executed according to the next formula, Equation [7] .
Where: 
, that is, the prospected returns multiplied by their corresponding weight in the portfolio. Since t goes from 1 to T, is necessary to sum such returns, which gives the final result for the first part of
The second part of Equation [7] has the objective of accounting for transaction costs. As an example, suppose that the trading cost of buy and selling one stock is C, which is expressed as a percentage of the transaction price. If a stock is purchased at price B P and sold at price S P , then the real buy and sell prices, including transaction costs, are ) 1 ( C P B  and ) 1 ( C P S  . Taking the Tc has only value 1 for time t-1, since for t, the asset was already in the portfolio, so there is no need to buy it again. The same is true for short positions. logarithm return of the operation results on the formula is always less than one because C is always positive and higher than zero, then the value of
is always negative, meaning that the transaction costs are going to be subtracted from the strategy' returns, which is an intuitive result.
Evaluation of Strategy' Returns
In order to evaluate the performance of the strategy, it's necessary to compare it to a naïve approach. If the strategy performs significantly better than an out-of-skill investor, then such trading rule has value. This is the main idea that will conduct both methods used in this research to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. The approaches described here are computation of excessive return over a naïve buy&hold rule and the more sophisticated bootstrap method of random trading signals.
Computation of Excessive Return of a Naïve Portfolio
The calculation of excessive return is the simplest approach to evaluate a trading strategy. The idea is quite simple: verify how does the tested strategy exceeds a naïve trading rule in terms of profitability. In this case, the naïve rule is the buy&hold of a properly weighted portfolio for comparison with the long positions and a "sell&unhold" for the short positions.
The return of the naïve approach, over the whole number of assets, is based on the following formula, Equation [8] . It should be notes that the calculation of return at Equation [8] doesn't include it W variable as in Equation [7] . This happens because the refereed equation is calculating the sum of expected returns of a naïve long and short positions for all assets, and not the return of the simulated portfolio over time (Equation [7] ).
As can be seen from Equation [8] , one of the premises of the research is that the transaction cost per operation is the same for long and short positions. The last term of [8] is the transaction costs for opening positions (making the portfolio) and trade them at the end of the period. In this case, the number of trades required to form and close the two portfolios is 2n, where n is the number of researched assets.
The excessive return for the strategy is given by the difference between [7] and [8] , which forms the final formula for computing excessive return, Equation [9] . is a constant. The conclusion about this analysis is intuitive because the strategy is only going to be successful if it efficiently creates long and short positions on the stocks, keeping the transaction costs and the benchmark returns at low values. Short story, make more money with less trades.
Bootstrap Method for Assessing Pairs Trading Performance
The bootstrap method represents a way to compare the trading signals of the strategy against pure chance. The basic idea is to simulate random entries in the market, save the values of a performance indicator for each simulation and count the percentage number of times that those random entries were worst than the performance obtained in the tested strategy. It should be notes that each trading strategy takes different number of long and short positions and for a different number of days. Such information is also taken in account at the random simulations. Before applying the algorithm, separately, for long and short position, it should be calculated the median number of days (nDays_Long and nDays_Short) that the strategy has been trading in the market and also the median number of assets (nAssets_Long and nDays_Short).
The steps are:
1. With the values of the nDays and nAssets for long and short, define nDays random entries in the market for nAssets number of assets. Again, making it clear, this procedure should be repeated for each type of trading position (long and short). The output from this step is a trading matrix which has, only, values 1 (long position), -1 (short position) or zero (no transaction).
2. Taking as input the trading matrix and the transaction costs, the portfolio is build with equal weights, resulting in a vector with the returns of the trading signals over time,
, where it R is the return for asset i at time t, RND it W is corresponding portfolio weight of asset i at time t, which is build with the random trading signals from last step. Such vector is then used for calculation of the performance indicators (eg. annualized raw return, annualized standard deviation, annualized sharpe ratio).
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 N number of times, saving the performance indicator value for each simulation.
After a considerable number of simulations, for example N=5000, the result for the bootstrap method is going to be a distribution of performance indicators. The test here is to verify the percentage of cases that the tested strategy has beaten comparing with the use of random trading. The performance indicators used in this particular research are annualized raw return, annualized standard deviation and the annualized sharpe ratio.
As an example, the next ilustraton is the histogram of the accumulated returns from the use of bootstrap algorithm 5 for the daily database with options: N=5.000, nDays_Long=400, nDays_Long=250, nAssets_Long=5, nAssets_Short=3 and with zero transaction cost (C=0). Figure 2 shows that, considering the options given to the algorithm, an out-of-skill investor would earn, in average, an annualized raw return of approximately 1.5%. The best case for the random trading signals is approximately 15% and the worst is -10%. One can also see that the distribution can be well pictured by a normal likelihood (the line). The next step in using this bootstrap approach is to count the number of times that the performance indicator from the tested strategy is better 6 than the simulated performance indicators from the random trading signal and divide that by the number of simulations. The result is a percentage showing how many random signals the tested strategy has beaten. If such strategy has value, it would produce percentages close to 80%. If it is just a case of chance, it would give a percentage close to 50% and, if the strategy doesn't present any value, it would result in a percentage close to 20%, meaning that, in this case, it's possible to get higher returns by just using a random seed to select assets and days to trade. One way of analyzing the result of the bootstrap algorithm is that it compares the selections made by the trading strategy, that is, the days and assets to trade, against an expected value of the indicator for the same days and number of trades over the full researched data.
Database for the Research
The database for this research is based on the 57 7 most liquids stocks from the Brazilian financial market between the periods of 2000 and 2006. The training period of the tested strategies is based on a moving window with approximately 2 year of trading data (494 days). The artificial pair for each stock is updated at each 10 days.
As an example, for trading at time t=495 is going to be used all information from 1 to 494 in order to find and build each stock's pairs. For time t=496 the distances are recalculated, but the weights of the pairs are the same ones used at t=495. At time t=505 the pairs of each asset are updated and the weights at Equation [3] are recalculated and by using the window from observation 11 to 504. This process is repeated for the whole data. The normalization of the price series is also made using this moving windows structure, that is, at each arrival of a new observation, for each stock, a new mean and standard deviation of the prices is obtained and used for calculating the normalized prices.
It should be pointed out that no future information is used to construct the trading signs. For each trading decision at time t, the information used is based, only, on t-window+1 to t-1. The only future information used for this research is in the data used since it was searched the most liquid stocks from 2000 to 2006. This was a necessary procedure to avoid illiquid stocks. A possible approach for avoiding this would be to have a time varying research database, where the stocks are selected according to its liquidity from t-window+1 to t-1. But, this is not the method used in this paper.
Results
The three weighting schemes of the proposed multivariate pairs trading were executed 8 for the equity database, forming a dynamic portfolio which changes its composition over time (long and short positions). Next, Table 1 , the results from the profitability point of view are presented. The values were calculated with fixed C=0.1% 9 , m=5 and for each value of the threshold d (d=0.5 … 2). * The annualized raw return is calculated by taking the total raw return, divide it by the total number of days in the trading sample (in this case 997) and then multiplying the result by 250 (average number of business days in one year). ** The bootstrap method was conducted with 1000 simulations for each value of d. Simple experiments showed that this is a reasonable number of simulations (an increase in N didn't changed significantly the results). *** The percentage showed at this column is the number of beated portfolios given the specific performance statistic (in this case annualized raw return). **** This column is calculated by counting the number of days where there was at least one trading position (long or short) and dividing the result by the total number of trading days at the sample (in this case 997).
The values presented at Table 1 were constructed using the equation described at earlier topics of this paper. For instance, the raw returns column is calculated according to Equation [2] . The excessive returns columns are calculated with Equation [4] . The last column is calculated using the bootstrap procedure described at the past section of the paper.
The first values to be analyzed at Table 1 are the raw returns obtained from the different approaches (panels) of multivariate pairs trading. For d=1.2 to d=2, most of the values at Panels A, B and C are positive, meaning that the returns of the strategy after transaction costs are mostly positive. For the excessive returns column, the values are all positive for Panels B and C but not for Panel A. One should also notes that the excessive returns for short positions were in great majority positive and high in value. Partly, this is happening because the benchmark portfolio is underperforming significantly since the data used for the research is particularly bullish 10 . Given that the benchmark underperforms brutally, the positions from the short signals yields a high excessive return. One should be careful when concluding performance based only on the static benchmark method given here. Table 1 is the number of days that the strategy was trading in the market for each approach. For all panels, it's possible to see that the percentage of days in the market decreases as d grows. This is expected since d controls for abnormal behavior and, when the threshold for such case increases, less and less cases are found. Comparing the percentage of days in the market for the different approaches (panels), it's clear that the OLS method, Panel 1, had much less trades then the other ones. This is explained by the fact that the weighting scheme used in Panel A is concerned in statistically replicating the modeled series within a calibration framework, meaning that finding abnormal behavior, which is the core of pairs trading, should occur less than a non calibration type of framework, Panels B and C.
Another important information in
Comparing the results for the different panels, one can see that the panel B (equal weight scheme) and C (correlation weight scheme) yielded higher raw and excessive return than Panel A (OLS weight scheme). But, at the same time, the OLS method produced less trading signals (stayed less days in the market), therefore produced less risk. A greater view of the risk of the strategies is given in the next section of the paper.
When comparing the results at Table 1 for Panel B against Panel C, the values for percentage of days in the market and total raw returns are, for the different values of d, quite similar. But, when looking at the total excessive return at Panel C, the results for long and short positions (and both combined) are higher than Panel B, therefore showing that, when it comes to excess profitability, a higher performance is found for the correlation weighting scheme.
The main conclusion after the profitability analysis from the trading strategies is that the proposed version of pairs trading performs significantly better than chance and provides positive raw and excessive returns after transactions costs. Such evidence is consistently found over the different versions tested in this research and over different values of the threshold parameter (d). The best case, as stated before, is for the correlation weighting scheme (Panel C).
The risks provided from the trading signals at the different methods are assessed next. The analysis will cover the systematic risk (beta), jensen's alphas, annualized standard deviation of the returns and annualized sharpe ratio. The analysis will also cover the bootstrap method for the performance indicators. (Table 2 ) *** The bootstrap method simulated 1000 random portfolios given the method describe in previous section of the paper. For each simulated portfolio, the annualized standard deviation and the annualized sharpe were calculated. The percentage in the two columns shows the number of cases beated by the strategy (percentage of random cases with lower annualized sharpe and percentage with higher annualized standard deviation). **** The betas and alphas are obtained with a linear regression of the vector with the strategies returns over time against the returns from Ibovespa (Broad Brazilian Market Index).
Regarding the values of systematic risk (beta) at Table 2 , for all panels, it's possible to see that most of them are relatively small in absolute value, but statistically significant. For Panel A, the betas are mostly negatives, meaning that the OLS method usually presents returns in the opposite direction than the overall market (in this case the Ibovespa index). Also, Panel A shows lower absolute values of beta when comparing against Panels B and C, therefore less systematic risk for the OLS method.
For Panels B and C, again is found symmetry in the results, where the betas are positive and close in value. It's also clear for all panels that as d grows, the absolute value of beta decreases, which is expected since the number of trades also has a negative relation with d, meaning that less trades is presenting less systematic risk, which is an intuitive result. But, one should also notes that the annualized standard deviation (unsystematic risk) is not decreasing as d grows. Such event will be explained next.
Looking at the value of jensen's alpha at Table 2 , it's possible to see that most of them are positive, which corroborates with the profitability analysis at Table 1 . But, it's important to notes that the values of alphas aren't statistically significant, meaning that the tested framework wasn't able to produce significant positive returns after filtering for market conditions. Such information should be taken into account for the conclusions of this paper.
The results from the bootstrap method serve as a way of assessing how good the values of annualized standard deviations and the annualized sharpe ratio are against pure chance. A clear information is that, independent of the value of d, the strategy is picking up large volatility from the data, therefore the values of annualized standard deviation aren't decreasing with the increase of the threshold parameter. This conclusion is drawed from the fact that in all simulated cases, for all panels, the strategy presented higher annualized standard deviation than all the simulated random portfolios, meaning that the proposed trading framework is peculiarly good at trading in days with high volatility. This peculiar characteristic of the strategy could be explained by the fact that the core of the trading strategy is to pick up abnormal cases and trade for the hope of a price reversion. What the results at table 2 are suggesting is that the abnormal cases are happening at high volatile days, therefore increasing the volatility of the resulting portfolio.
When looking at the results of the bootstrap method for the sharpe ratio, the values of beated random portfolios are all close to 80%, meaning that the strategy, on average, presents higher relation of return and risk than a naïve approach of random trading signals. The best results on this indicator for all panels also lies between the interval d=1.2 to d=2, which is the same for the best results at Table 1 . Such information contributes to the positive performance of the strategies over the data since the risk and return relationship given by the strategies are better than the expected sharpe ratio for an out-of-skill investor, therefore the positive performance is given by skill of the method, and not pure chance.
Since the proposed method is derived from the classical pairs trading framework, a natural analysis to be pursued here is to compare the performance indicators for each case. That is done next, Table 3 , where the classical pairs trading framework is compared against the multivariate version in the correlation weighting scheme. * The annualized raw return is calculated by taking the total raw return, divide it by the total number of days in the trading sample (in this case 997 (1491 -494)) and then multiplying the result by 250 (average number of business days in one year). ** The annualized standard deviation is calculated by the multiplication between the standard deviation of the return series over time and the square root of 250. This calculation is based on constant volatility assumption. *** The annualized sharpe is calculated by dividing the annualized return by the annualized standard deviation **** The bootstrap method simulated 1000 random portfolios given the method describe in previous section of the paper. At each simulation it was calculated the raw return, standard deviation and sharpe ratio (all in annualized unit). Those 1000 values are them compared against the values from the univariate and multivariate versions of the strategy, which produced the percentages showed at this column For Table 3 , MPT means multivariate pairs trading and UPT means univariate pairs trading. For the multivariate case, the values showed at Table 3 are for the correlation weighting scheme, which was the one with best performance over the competing methods. The values of the UPT case at Table 3 were calculated with the same algorithm as in Perlin (2006b) . It should be also pointed out that Table 3 is dealing with values of d between .5 and 3, which is a range higher than for the rest of the tables of the papers.
From Table 3 it's clear that the multivariate version is more profitable than the Univariate version. Such conclusion is based on the annualized returns, where the MPV case presented a higher number of positive values over the full spectrum of d. Such conclusion is also supported by the bootstrap method, where the MPT cases presented a higher number of percentage of beated portfolios when it comes to annualized return. This result is more explicit for high values of d.
When analyzing the results for the annualized standard deviation at Table 3 , it's possible to see that the risk of the different strategies isn't that different from one another. The simulation of random portfolios also shows that both versions have a tendency to pick up volatility from the data, where in all cases, for the MPT and UPT, there was no simulated portfolio with volatility higher than the volatility from the trading rules. In the bootstrap method for the sharpe ratios at Table 3 , it's also clear that the multivariate version presents higher ratio of expected return to risk. Such evidence is supported by the bootstrap method, where the MPT case presented a large number of beated portfolios and the UPT only presented such evidence for a smaller region of the threshold d. This means that the MPT version, for this particular research, delivered higher units of return per risk than the UPT version, which is a positive result towards the performance of the model.
The results obtained at this research shows that the proposed approach at pairs trading strategy presented a significant performance regarding return and risk. The values at Table 1 and 2 shows that the proposed version of the strategy performs better than a benchmark portfolio and such result is not given by chance, as one can for see for the results of the bootstrap method. When comparing against the classical pairs trading, the superiority of the performance indicators of the suggested method over the univariate case was also clear. The multivariate case delivered higher returns and higher sharpe ratios. But, not all the results were positive. For Table 2 , it should be pointed out that the Jensen's alphas aren't statistically significant for the different cases, meaning that, even though the quantitative trading rules performs better than chance, it still doesn't present significant excess return after filtering for market conditions. It's important to remember that the whole analysis of Tables 1 and 2 was made with the arbitrary choice of m=5. The same tests showed before were conducted for values of m between 2 and 10. The results for each value of m are very similar to those reported here. The tables regarding this investigation are not presented in order to save space in the paper.
